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PEARS Monthly Meeting 
Search and Rescue – how it happens - ZS2ROB 

Tuesday, April the 21st, 7:30 pm for 8 pm 
at the Italian Sporting Club, 17 Harold Street, Charlo, Port Elizabeth 

(NEW VENUE – see page 6 for a map) 
 

Dear fellow Radio Amateurs and PEARS 

members,  

 

Things are happening in PEARS…Are you 

part of it? 

 

Hopefully Lady Slipper Repeater will be 

back up and running by the time this QSX 

goes out in the mail. A tremendous 

amount has been done by several PEARS 

members on the refurbishing of the site, 

too many to mention but a big thank you 

to Chris ZS2AAW for coordinating the 

whole exercise. The CQ WPX Phone contest will also have been run and hopefully in next 

months QSX we can give a bit of feedback on that. We have also agreed to give the Italian 

club a run as our meeting venue with the aim of putting our roots down and they have 

also agreed to us have antennas etc on the premises, so that is a positive move. 

 

I look forward to seeing you at the final monthly meeting before the AGM. Have you 

started thinking about who you would like on your committee for 2009/2010. 

Join us at the meetings, join us on the air.  

 

Amateur radio is the only fail safe communication in the world…and that’s the way it is! 

 

73 

Donovan 

Chairman PEARS 

ZS2DL 

 

PEARS SUBS

It’s that time of the year again when your PEARS subs are due. Full member R80, Spouse 

and Student R30.00. See Page 15 for the Society’s bank details and please remember to 

use your callsign for reference. 
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HAMNET / ECARES NEWS April 2009
 

The main purpose of Hamnet/ECARES is to assist with communications during major 

disasters and these are usually natural phenomena such as floods, fires, tornadoes and 

hurricanes. These occur suddenly, often unexpectedly, and are comparatively short-lived. 

The grandpoppy of all major disasters occurs very slowly and very surely, and it may well be 

too late if little or nothing is done about it beforehand. This major disaster is pollution 

caused by the burning of fossil fuels. This causes global warming, among other problems, 

with dire consequences. There is a rapid, ever increasing rate which we are burning up 

fossil fuels. Major factors influencing this are overpopulation and wasteful use of energy, 

particularly in the affluent nations. Solving this problem is a daunting task and requires the 

co-operation of the human race as a whole, well nigh impossible, but let us hope not 

altogether so. There is no shortage of sustainable energy according to the experts, the 

energy from the sun falling on just one percent of the Sahara desert is sufficient to supply 

the worlds needs. The big problem is to harvest this energy and it will be more costly than 

fossil fuel energy. It is nonetheless the way to go. 

 

73, 

Al Akers, ZS2U 

 

 

 

WRINKLY RAVERS 
The regular monthly lunchtime meeting of the Wrinklies took place on Thurs 5 March, 

at Marilyn's Coffee Shop in Walmer. 

A most pleasant affair, and it was nice to have Neil ZS2MG and XYL Maureen attending.  

All in all, there were ten bodies present, and if you ever wondered who these 'regulars' 

are, the roll call reads as follows - Beavan ZS2RL & XYL Mel, Bill ZS2ABZ, Garth ZS2HB & 

XYL Elise, Judie Tremeer, Vickie Ansell, Neil ZS2MG & XYL Maureen, Pat ZS2PJP.  

Unfortunately George ZS2E & XYL Rina had to cancel at the last minute due to a clash 

with a more important (?!) appointment. 

There was unanimity that Marilyn's was the best venue we had experienced by far, and 

that for the foreseeable future all get-togethers would be there (1st Thursday of every 

month - 12 noon). 

 

Why not join us, and have a 'lekker' time. 

ZS2RL. 

 

 

 

Sign on a Taxidermist’s window: 

“We really know our stuff.’ 
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MINUTES OF PEARS MONTHLY MEETING
Held at the Londt Park Sports Club on 17 February 2009 at 20h00 
 

Welcome 
Acting Chairman ZS2AAW welcomed all present, especially all the ladies, and Michael 
ZS2MS & Derek ZS5Y. 
 

Attendance and Apologies. 
As per the attendance register.  Also apologies from ZS2MM, ZR2BA, ZS2OC, ZS2SJE. 

 
Acceptance of Minutes of Previous Meeting. 

Proposed: ZS2H    Seconded: ZS2OB. 
 
Correspondence 
 Nil. 
 
Matters arising 
 Nil. 
 
Finance 

The treasurer Clive ZS2RT reported on the society’s finances.  All is well. 
 
General 
1. ZS2AAW reported on the work undertaken at Lady’s Slipper.  It was a far bigger job than 

originally anticipated, with some serious refurbishment having to be done.  Some slides of the 
work done will be shown at the end of the meeting. 

2. It was confirmed that the AGM will be held on 16 May at the Walmer Scout Hall in Fordyce 
Road. 

3. ZS2H addressed the meeting about the proposed change of venue – because of the poor 
acoustics of the present venue, it was suggested that we relocate to the Italian Club in 
Charlo.  ZS2H had done the preliminary investigation and it seemed to be very attractive.  We 
would be able to erect antennae, safely store equipment, and PEARS members would be 
entitled to all the facilities of the club.  If we take up the offer, the annual cost would probably 
be in the region of R1200 p.a.  The Italian Club had invited PEARS to hold a few meetings 
there on a free trial basis.  The meeting agreed that the April meeting should take place there 
– ZS2H to arrange with the Italian Club. 

4. RAE classes are in full swing, with 24 candidates. 
5. ZS2AAW informed the meeting that he was finalising the IRLP guidelines and that these 

would be published in QSX. 
6. EC400 off road race:  ZS2RL handed out documentation to the members who had offered to 

act as radio marshals, and briefed the meeting on the general arrangement of the event.  
More operators were required, but there was no response from the floor.  The final briefing 
will be conducted over the air on the Slipper repeater, on Wednesday 15 April at 20:00 – all 
radio ops were requested to please be there. 

7. ZS2AAW then screened a number of slides showing the work undertaken at the Slipper 
repeater site.  It was truly a mammoth undertaking, earning a round of applause from the 
members present. 

8. After the tea break, ZS2ECH showed slides of his visit to the Western Cape during last year’s 
flower season.  To quote a phrase from a song made famous by old Satchmo “What a 
beautiful world …”. 

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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RESULTS OF THE PEARS NATIONAL VHF/UHF CONTEST 
(16-18 Jan. 2009) 

 

The contest weekend was rather rainy and windy in the Eastern and Southern Cape and conditions were 

not so good; apparently this was also the case country-wide. This did little to dampen the enthusiasm of 

the contestants especially the ten field stations. They were: ZS1SKR Spitskop, ZS2ND & ZS2Q Baviaanskloof, 

ZS2ABB, ZS2ABZ, ZS2E & ZS2U Zuurberg, ZS2BO & ZS2VDL Olifantskop and ZS2BRC at Dohne Peak. Forty 

eight analogue and eight digital logs were received. We would like to thank all those many amateurs who 

took the trouble to come on the air just to give points to the contestants. 

 

NATIONAL WINNERS & RUNNERS-UP 

 
DIGITAL (The scores are printed in brackets) 

50 MHz Base Station Limited category 

(1st) ZS1AGF (13848) ZS6NK (10162) 

(2nd) ZS2ACP (13650)  

70 MHz Base Station Limited category 

(1st) ZS2ACP (2368) ZS2NK (2368) 

144 MHz Base Station Limited category 

(1st) ZS1AGF (20)  

 

ANALOGUE 

50 MHz Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

(1st) ZS2ACP (15955) ZS2VDL (5994) ZS2BRC (4704) ZS6NK (2922) 

(2nd) ZS2OC (2682) ZS2U (5820) ZS1SKR (3634)  

70 MHz Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

(1st) ZS2OC (2602) ZS2ABB (4590) ZS1SKR (3182)  

(2nd) ZS2ACP (2304) ZS2U (3514)   

144 MHz Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

(1st) ZS2ECH (10532) ZS2U (30918) ZS2BRC (35865)  

(2nd) ZS2OC (10404) ZS2VDL (27905) ZS1SKR (15276)  

432 MHz Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

(1st) ZS2ACP (2304) ZS2VDL (6483)   

(2nd) ZS2ECH (753) ZS2ABB (5430)   

 

DIVISIONAL ANALOGUE WINNERS (DIVISION 1) 

Division/Band Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

50 MHz ZS1I (1020)  ZS1SKR (3634)  

70 MHz   ZS1SKR (3182)  

144 MHz   ZS1SKR (15576)  

432 MHz   ZS1SKR (1772)  

DIVISIONAL ANALOGUE WINNERS (DIVISION 2) 

Division/Band Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

50 MHz ZS2ACP (15955) ZS2VDL (5994) ZS2BRC (4704)  

70 MHz ZS2OC (2606) ZS2ABB (4590)   

144 MHz ZS2ECH (10532) ZS2U (30918) ZS2BRC (35865)  

432 MHz ZS2ACP (2304) ZS2VDL (6483) ZS2BRC (3230)  

DIVISIONAL ANALOGUE WINNERS (DIVISION 4) 

Division/Band Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

50 MHz ZS4MP (807)    

144 MHz ZS4MP (346)    

432 MHz ZS4MP (15)    

DIVISIONAL ANALOGUE WINNERS (DIVISION 6) 

Division/Band Base Station Field Station Multi-op. Limited Cat. 

50 MHz ZS6HS (57)   ZS6NK (2922) 

 



 

DIVISIO

Division/Band Base Station 

50 MHz ZS1AGF (13848) 

144 MHz ZS1AGF (20) 

DIVISIO

Division/Band Base Station 

50 MHz ZS2ACP (13650) 

70 MHz ZS2ACP (2368) 

DIVISIO

Division/Band Base Station 

50 MHz ZS6HS (1323) 

70 MHz  

 

L

Band 

50 MHz ZS1AGF & ZS6NK – 

70 MHz: ZS2ACP & ZS6NK – 

144 MHz ZS1AGF & ZS1NAZ –

432 MHz  

 

Further information can be fo

 

NOTE: THE PEARS NATIONAL VHF/UHF 

CHANCE OF WINNING AT LEAST ONE CAT

 

The Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Socie

Suggestions are most welcome to help us 

PEARS CONTEST COMMITTEE  

PO Box 10402 

LINTON GRANGE 

6015  

or drop an e-mail to contest zs2pe.co.za

 

New Venue f
 

Note that the April monthly meeting of P

will take place at the Italian Sporting Club

Harold Road in Charlo. Please come alon

tell us what you think of the new venue. 

•  Going down William Moffet (17
th

 Aven

the direction of Walmer, carry on a

way until you cross the rail way line,

second right, no 17 on your right. 

•  Going down Main Road Walmer, 

Walmer Park, until you get to the W

Moffet, turn left, over the railway lin

right is Harold Rd. 

•  For those with GPS:  

33° 59' 13.48'' S  

25° 33' 00.91'' E. 
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ONAL DIGITAL WINNERS (DIVISION 1) 

Field Station Multi-op. 

  

  

ONAL DIGITAL WINNERS (DIVISION 2) 

Field Station Multi-op. 

  

  

ONAL DIGITAL WINNERS (DIVISION 6) 

Field Station Multi-op. 

  

  

LONGEST DISTANCES WORKED 

Digital Ana

1528 km ZS2ACP & ZS6NK – 1184 k

1184 km ZS1SKR & ZS2ABB & ZS2U

– 20 km ZS2ACP & ZS2GK – 372 km

ZS1SKR & ZS2VDL – 271 k

ound at: www.zs2pe.co.za/Contests/vhfresults

CONTEST HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO OFFER M

TEGORY ON ONE BAND IN THEIR OWN DIVISIO

ety wishes to thank everyone who participa

fine tune the rules for the next contest.  Pleas

a 

for PEARS’ April meetin

PEARS 

b at 17 

g and 

ue) in 

all the 

, then 

pass 

William 

e, 2
nd

 

Limited Cat. 

 

 

Limited Cat. 

 

 

Limited Cat. 

ZS6NK (10162) 

ZS6NK (2368) 

log 

km 

U – 255 km 

m 

km 

s09.htm 

MANY AMATEURS A 

ON. 

ted in this contest. 

se write to:  

ng 
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IRLP Operating Guidelines 
PEARS Committee 

March 2009 
 
The PEARS Committee has drawn up the following guidelines for IRLP users, in order to create 
harmony amongst all local repeater users, and have a means by which to measure considerate 
IRLP use against nuisance value to others on the repeater.   
 
Firstly, some details on the layout of the repeater and IRLP interface: 
 

 
 
The above diagram shows that the IRLP Node is accessible from either the VHF Town Repeater 
on 145.650, the UHF repeater on 438.650, and if switched in, the Uitenhage repeater on 145.675.  
However, the original plan was to enable the IRLP on 438.650 only, but since this UHF repeater 
forms the connection between 650 and 675, it follows that the IRLP has become widely accessible 
on these frequencies. 
 
This has the drawback that the IRLP users can cause disturbance to those used to monitoring the 
VHF local repeaters for calls from fellow hams.  For this reason, consideration is required when 
making use of the IRLP on a regular or excessive basis. 
 
Audio levels were carefully aligned to give precision levels according to a reference audio source 
file provided, and by making use of the echo reflector, to ensure the send and receive levels are 
identical 
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IRLP use - these points should be observed: 
 
1. Always ask if the frequency is clear before commencing connecting a node 
2. Allow sufficient gap for any users to respond before switching 
3. Connect the far node and listen for a few seconds before calling to avoid doubling 
4. Place your calls, have a contact, and when finished, allow space for repeater users before 

connecting the next node. Minimum of 5 minutes is called for. 
5. Avoid using the repeater for long distance calls during the peak local mobile traffic times, e.g. 

the “breakfast club” (07h00-08h00), and “drive time” (16h30 – 17h30) 
 
Instructions on how to connect: 
1. To connect to a distant node, all you need to know is that node’s number.  Simply key in this 

number using DTMF on the local repeater.  Once keyed in, release the PTT, and the repeater 
should key up while searching for the node requested.   

2. If this node is available and enabled, a connection is established and the relevant message is 
played back to you over the repeater.  Note that this can take several seconds to connect at 
times. 

3. If the node is NOT available or faulty, a message to this effect is played back to you.  Since 
there is no successful connection set up, it is NOT necessary to send “7  3”  to clear the call. 

4. After pressing the PTT and BEFORE talking, allow at least one second pause, to set up the 
audio path to the far node.   

5. Please do not kerchunk the repeater when connected to another node – this is a cause of 
irritation 

6. Please do not connect to a node and then immediately disconnect if no traffic is heard – You 
must always call at least once after connecting, so the far station can hear your voice, and you 
have successfully ID’ed the connection using your callsign 

7. When the call is complete, the initiator disconnects by sending “7  3”  in DTMF. 
8. For a list of node numbers, visit www.irlp.com 
9. Our PEARS node number locally is 8662 
 
Note that the IRLP node makes use of the PEARS WiFi network for internet access.  If there is a 
problem with the internet connectivity, the IRLP will still respond to connect requests, but will not 
be able to successfully connect to any other nodes. 
 
Note to that this internet connectivity is effectively sponsored by the PEARS WiFi users only, so 
appreciate what some club members are paying for! 
 
73 
Chris ZS2AAW 

############ 
 

Splitting a floating PSU 
 

Here is a simple way to spit a single floating power supply into +/- rails. It can be for 

any voltage 6V-100V to give ±3V to ±50V. 

 

The asymmetrical currents & voltages will affect the components needed (e.g. 

transistors have to handle peak offset current & heat), in some applications, e.g. 

value of 1k R may be 39k on 100V. Higher currents may need darlings or P & N ch 

MOSFETs. 

 

The above circuit should provide adequate balance for testing most things that need a balanced supply. 

 

D1 provides some cross over bias keeping the transistors in class B, 2 diodes in series may do better but easy to get 

into class AB/A & get hot when this is not needed!  
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EC400 Off Road Race 
17 & 18 April 2009 

 
In case you haven’t guessed it, the acronym EC400 stands for ‘Eastern Cape 400 km’.  Last year it was called the 

EC500, and the organisation of the event was so slick that the national organisers considered nowhere else but PE as 

the venue for the Eastern Cape leg of this year’s national championship.  Unless we blot our copy-book, it seems that 

it is here to stay. 

These off-road races make for exciting spectating, since the routes are chosen to be as challenging as possible, and 

the vehicles are rough and tough.  Nothing like a roaring V8 to get your blood racing. 

This year the route runs between Jeffreys Bay and the Longmore Forest.  On Friday 17 April the Prologue takes place, 

which is run over an abbreviated version of the course (Approx 50 km long), and the times achieved by the 

competitors are used to determine the starting sequence for the main race on Saturday the 18th.   The course length 

on Saturday is about 400 kms, most of it being in the Longmore Forest.  The routes contain many scary and 

challenging sections, and are definitely not for the faint-hearted. 

The start, finish and scorers will be located at Mentoorskraal, a recent development on the outskirts of Jeffreys Bay, 

with marshalling and control positions at critical points along the route.  All marshalling positions will be easily 

accessible by car – no bundu-bashing required for radio marshals. 

 

With regard to the number of radio operators required, at the time of writing (3rd March) the position is – 

•  Friday (Prologue):  Results, Control, 4x Mobile, Start, Finish, 1x Field. 

•  Saturday (EC400): Results, Control, 4x Mobile, 7x Field. 

To date the following members have offered their services - 

•  Mobiles: ZS2WG (Clerk of the Course);  ZS2GRL (Deputy CoC);  Jacques ZR2JH (Chief Marshal);  Bill ZS2ABZ 

(Deputy Marshal) 

•  Control:  ZS2U. 

•  Results:  ZS2PG. 

•  Other stations:  ZS2RL, ZS2ND, ZS2AE, ZR2TX, ZS2DD, 3x ANOther. 

 

As can be seen above, we are short of three operators for the Saturday to bring our numbers up to the bare 

minimum required.  But it’s a case of ‘the more the merrier’ – being able to double-up on operators makes the job 

that much easier.  The procedures at some of the points are more complex than for the VW rally, and at these it is 

almost a necessity to have two bodies. 

PEARS has truly become an integral part of motor sport in the eastern cape, and we have a reputation to uphold.  

Please consider making yourself available to assist.  My contact details are at the back of QSX. 

 

Tks & 73, de Beavan ZS2RL. 
 

DIARY OF EVENTS
2 April SARL 80 metre QSO Party 
9-13 April C91FC DXpedition Mozambique 
10 April Good Friday 
11-12 April Japan DX CW contest 
13 April Family Day 
17-18 April EC400 Off Road Race 
18 April World Amateur Radio Day 
19 April Autumn QRP Sprint 
21 April PEARS meeting (Italian Sporting Club) 
24-26 April SARL National Convention, Cape Town 
27 April Freedom Day 
1 May Workers Day 
2-3 May ARI DX CW, SSB & RTTY Contest 
3 May ZS3 Sprint 
10 May Mother’s Day 
20 May RAE examination 
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Great bright hope to end battle of the light bulbs 
By Andrew Levy (Daily Mail) 

 
A lighting revolution is on the way that could end at 

the flick of a switch the battle between supporters 

of conventional bulbs and the eco-friendly variety. 

Cambridge University researchers have developed 

cheap, light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs that produce 

brilliant light but use very little electricity. They will 

cost £2 and last up to 60 years. Despite being 

smaller than a penny, they are 12 times more 

efficient than conventional tungsten bulbs and three 

times more efficient than the unpopular fluorescent 

low-energy versions. 

 

Cambridge University professor Colin Humphreys with his newly developed LED that has a lifespan of 60 

years and costs just £2. Even better, the bulbs fully illuminate instantly, unlike the current generation of 

eco-bulbs. It is reckoned the bulbs, which were funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 

Council, could slash household lighting bills by three-quarters. If installed in every home and office, they 

could cut the proportion of electricity used for lights from 20 per cent to 5 per cent a year. As well as 

lasting 100,000 hours, ten times as long as today's eco-bulbs, the LED bulbs do not contain mercury, so 

disposal is less damaging to the environment, and they do not flicker - a problem that has been blamed for 

migraines and epileptic fits.  

 

Professor Humphreys says the LED bulbs developed at the centre are three times more efficient than the 

unpopular fluorescent low-energy bulbs. The Daily Mail revealed earlier this month that in the switchover 

to eco-bulbs, shops had stopped replenishing stocks of the traditional 100-watt incandescent version. The 

move prompted panic buying among consumers. Whitehall claims the switch will reduce emissions of 

carbon dioxide by five million tons a year - the amount produced by a typical one gigawatt power station. 

The new bulbs could cut emissions by eight times that amount. They use gallium nitride, a man-made 

semiconductor used to make light-emitting diodes. LEDs are already in use in bicycle lights, mobile phones, 

camera flashes and Christmas lights because they are relatively cheap due to their size and brightness 

compared to normal bulbs. But until now the production costs have been too expensive for widespread 

use because the material had to be 'grown' on sapphire wafers, meaning a single household bulb would 

have cost £20. Scientists at the Cambridge University-based Centre for Gallium Nitride solved that problem 

by growing it on silicon wafers. A manufacturer, RFMD in County Durham, has begun work on production 

prototypes and the first bulbs could be in the shops within two years. The head of the centre, Professor 

Colin Humphreys, said: 'This could well be the holy grail in terms of providing our lighting needs for the 

future. 'We are very close to achieving highly efficient, low-cost white LEDs. 'That won't just be good news 

for the environment. It will also benefit consumers by cutting their electricity bills. 'It is our belief they will 

render current energy-efficiency bulbs redundant.'  

 

PEARS welcomes the following new members 

Michael Schwenkert ZS2MS 

Colette Rundle ZR2CR, XYL of Mitch ZS2DK 

Chris Du Plessis ZS2BST 

Marge Weller ZS2OB (who has rejoined after a number of years) 
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Constant Current DC Load 
by Paul Galpin ZS2PG 

 

When you’ve just built that nice power supply, you need to test it out and see how it works on overload, 

what gets too hot, etc. That usually means lashups of not-quite-the-right value wire wounds, or old 

headlamp bulbs with a very variable resistance. This project gives you the means of taking a constant 

current (pretty well unaffected by voltage) so you can really see what’s happening. 

The heart of the device is a pair of 2N3055s whose bases are lifted to a constant voltage. The resultant 

increase in collector current biases the emitter to a value where the base-emitter voltage is just enough to 

keep the current flowing, regardless of collector voltage. The 2N3055s dissipate the majority of the power 

supplied. 

In the circuit, we have the usual LM317 acting as a variable voltage supply, giving from its lowest possible 

(1.24V) up to about 5V. In order to be able to cut the main current down to zero, diodes D2 and D4, and D2 

and D3, for VT2 and VT1 respectively) drop the base voltage to zero, cutting VT1 and VT2 off completely. 

Increasing R2 raises the LM317 output voltage, and increases the collector currents of VT1 and 2. 

I used 2N3055s as power transistors, because they will handle 115W each, and they are cheap at R6 a time. 

R3, 4, 5, and 6 are 5W 0R22 encapsulated resistors, wired in series/parallel, giving 0R22 at 20W. Like the 

power transistors, they are clamped down to the chassis with thermal paste to improve heat conduction.  

D1 is for polarity protection and must be able to carry the full current. It also enables the load to handle 

a.c. 

 

Construction  

I obtained an old car power amplifier, which gave me a heavy aluminium finned casting as a heat sink. 

Along with it came the old circuit board that had plenty of 0R22 resistors on it. As this came out of the junk 

box at the car audio shop, I think that they should be fairly easy to obtain, just by asking around. 

For the meter, any moving coil should do.  I had a 1mA movement with a 0 – 2 scale, which nicely gives me 

a 0 – 2A and a 0 – 20A read-out, although the load itself limits at 15A. Don’t bother trying to calculate the 

meter resistors, just measure the current into the load, and pick resistors to give the scale reading you 

want. In my case, 2.4K and 24k worked well. 

With 2x 2N3055s, the maximum dissipation is 230W - at 12V that means about 19A.  Adding more 2N3055s 

could increase this, but that’s a lot of heat to get rid of, so an ex-computer fan might be needed. Other 

limiting factors are the voltage into the LM317 (40V) and the 2N3055s (60V), but these can all be designed 

around. 

 

 

  



 

Toroid 
By Allan Whi

 

CHOICE OF CORE MATERIAL 

Introduction 

Contrary to information which sometime
importance if the expected results are to
look at the two most common core mate
is made by considering whether the core
much signal power will be handled. For 
magnetic flux density than one made fro
to 5000 while for iron powder it is from 
material the greater will be the temperat
circuit it therefore makes sense to use a
inductance as the temperature changes. I
 

Wideband Circuits 

For wideband circuits a ferrite is commo
provide a higher inductance for a given 
ferrite chosen must exhibit low loss over 
wideband transformers is that the reacta
impedance at the lowest frequency. "Wh
ask. Well luckily there is no cause for co
decreases with increasing frequency, th
selection of core material it is easy to ma
e.g. 3 - 30 MHz. 
 
Note that ferrite cores are not colour code

Properties 
31

1
 43 61 

Initial Perm. (µi) 1500 850 125 

Max. Perm. (µmax) n/a 3000 450 

Max. Flux Density @ 10oer. 
(gauss) 

3800 2750 2350 

Residual Flux Density (gauss) 2900 1200 1200 

Vol. Resistivity (ohm-cm) 3x10
3
 1x10

5
 1x10

8
 

Temp. Coeff. (%/C) -20 to 70 
°C 

n/a 1 0.15 

Loss Factor  
(x 10

-6
) 

20@ 

0.1MHz 

120@ 

1MHz 

32@ 

2.5MHz

Coercive Force (Oersteds) 0.35 0.3 1.6 

Curie Temp. (°C) >130 130 350 

Resonant Circ. Freq. (MHz) n/a .01-1 .2-10 

Wideband Circ. Freq. (MHz)
2
 n/a 1-50 10-200

Noise Attenuation (MHz) <500 
20-

400 
>200 

1. Material primarily used for suppression  

2. Based on low power, small core applications.

 
Ferrite materials (http://users.catchnet.c
groups: those with initial permeabilities 
1000 which are made from manganese-zi
moderate temperature stability and can o
are well suited for low power, high induct
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(Part 3) 
tehead, ZS2R 

es appears in magazine articles, the choice of 
o be realised from any design using ferroma

erials in use; ferrite and iron powder. The choi
e will be used in a wideband or narrowband a

a given size core, ferrite material will satura
m iron powder. Permeability for ferrite mate
2 to 75. As a "rule of thumb", the higher the 
ure coefficient. If we are to use the core in a n
an iron powder type, which will remain close
n wideband applications (e.g. a balun) this is n

only used because the higher permeability of 
number of turns and also provide tighter co
the desired range of frequencies. The commo
nce (XL) of a winding must not be less than fo

hat about the effects of this at the high freque
oncern, as the effective permeability of the f
hus reducing the inductance of the winding
ake wideband transformers which cover one d

ed 
Material 

64 67 68 72 73 77 F 

250 40 20 2000 2500 2000 3000 

375 125 40 3500 4000 6000 4300 

2200 3000 2000 3500 4000 4600 4700 

1100 1000 1000 1500 1000 1150 900 

1x10
8
 1x10

7
 1x10

7
 1x10

2
 1x10

2
 1x10

2
 1x10

2
 

0.15 0.13 0.06 0.6 0.8 0.25 0.25 

z 

100@ 

2.5MHz 

150@ 

50MHz 

400@ 

100MHz 

5.0@ 

0.1MHz 

7.0@ 

0.1MHz 

4.5@ 

0.1MHz 

4.0@ 

0.1MHz

1.4 3 10 0.25 0.18 0.22 0.2 

210 500 500 150 160 200 250 

0.05-4 10-80 80-180 .001-1 .001-1 .001-2 .001-1

0 50-500 50-500 
200-

1000 
.5-30 .2-15 .5-30 .5-30 

>200 >1000 >5000 1-50 1-40 1-50 1-20 

. Listed frequencies will be lower with high power.  

com.au/~rjandusimports/ft_mat_1.html) can b
below 1000 which are nickel-zinc compound

inc compounds. Nickel-zinc ferrites exhibit hig
offer high Q factors for the 0.5 to 100 MHz fre
tance applications, and their high permeability

material is of prime 
agnetic cores. Let us 
ce between the two 
application and how 
ate at a much lower 
rials ranges from 20 
permeability of the 

narrowband (tuned) 
er to the calculated 

not so important. 

ferrite material will 
oupling. The type of 
on rule for design of 
our times the source 
ency end?" you may 
ferrite core material 
g. With the proper 

decade in frequency: 

J/75 W H 

5000 10000 15000 

9500 20000 23000 

4300 4300 4200 

500 800 800 

1x10
2
 .15x10

2
 .1x10

2
 

0.4 0.4 0.4 

z 

15@ 

0.1MHz 

7@ 

10kHz 

15@ 

10kHz 

0.1 .04 .04 

140 125 120 

 .001-1 
.001-

.25 

.001-

.15 

1-15 .001-1 .001-1 

0.5-10 0.1-1 .01-.5 

be divided into two 
ds and those above 
h volume resistivity, 

equency range. They 
y factors make them 
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very useful for wideband transformer applications. The manganese-zinc group have relatively low volume 
resistivity and moderate saturation flux density. They can give high Q factors for the 1 kHz to 1 MHz 
frequency range, and some are suitable for switched-mode power conversion transformers operating 
between 20 and 100 kHz. Incidentally, the high permeability iron powder core made from the 26 material 
is particularly suitable for the filter inductor in switched mode power supplies. 
 
Narrowband (Tuned) Circuits 

Narrowband applications usually use iron powder cores which can provide good Q values into the VHF 
frequencies. Iron powder materials have very high resistivity due to the manufacturing process, and 
inductors made with any of these materials maintain their inductance up to 500MHz. Wideband circuits by 
their very nature cannot have a high Q (circuit Q = centre freq/bandwidth). The better temperature 
coefficient of iron powder materials (http://users.catchnet.com.au/~rjandusimports/ft_mat_1.html) makes 
them the usual choice for any tuned circuit application. This is particularly important when using cores in 
oscillator and filter circuits. 
 
Listed in descending order of permeability 

Properties 
Material 

52
2
 26

2
 3 15 1 2 7 6 10 12 17 0 

Colour Code grn/blu yel/wht gry/clr red/wht blu/clr red/clr wht/clr yel/clr blk/clr grn/wht blu/yel tan/tan 

Permeability (µi) 75 75 35 25 20 10 9.0 8.5 6.0 4.0 4.0 1 

Temp. Coeff. 
1
(+ppm/C) 650 825 370 190 280 95 30 35 150 170

3
 50 0 

Range for Best Q (MHz) n/a n/a 0.02 - 1.0 0.15 - 3.0 0.5 - 5.0 2.0 - 30 1.0 - 25 3.0 - 40 15 - 100 30 - 250 20 - 200 50 - 350 

Wideband Range (MHz) n/a n/a 50 - 500 50 - 500 50 - 500 150 - 300 200 - 400 200 - 400 300 - 600 n/a 400 - 700 600 - 1000 

1. Value averaged from -55 to +125 °C.  
2. Mainly used for dc chokes, differential-mode chokes, power factor correction inductors, continuous-mode flyback 

inductors, light dimmer chokes and other EMI/RFI applications. For frequencies above 250 kHz 52 material is a better 
choice if available.  

3. Non-linear #17 has stable temp coeff., but provides about 10 % lower Q than #12.  

 
Core Parameters 

Apart from the physical dimensions of a toroid (outside and inside diameter, thickness) there is a value 
given for each particular core size and material, which is usually called the AL value, and is the 
manufacturers’ inductance index for the core. Manufacturers’ data for iron powder and ferrite cores are in 
the data tables and show all the required information. See the core cross reference 
(http://users.catchnet.com.au/~rjandusimports/xref.html) tables for some equivalents. The AL figure for 
iron powder cores is given as uH/100 turns, but for ferrite cores it is quoted as mH/1000 turns. Note that 
many other manufacturers quote AL as nH/t

2
 for both types of material. The conversion from uH/100 turns 

to nH/t
2
 gives a result which is divided by 10. The relevant AL value is used in many calculations involving 

cores. One of the most common uses is to calculate the turns required to produce a given value of 
inductance on a particular core, as shown below: 
 

IRON POWDER: 

http://users.catchnet.com.au/~rjandusimports/ip_al_1.html 
FERRITE: 

http://users.catchnet.com.au/~rjandusimports/ft_al_1.html 

LA

desiredL
turns ×=100  

(where L in μH) 
LA

desiredL
turns ×=1000  

(where L in mH) 

Note: doubling the turns produces four times the inductance. 

 

 

################## 

 

Sign in a non-smoking area: 

“If we see smoke, we will assume you are on fire and will take appropriate action.” 
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays 

immediately after the SARL English 

transmission, i.e. at about 08:45 on 7098 kHz as 

well as the 2 metre linked network that 

provides from Butterworth to George and up to 

the Free State and their environs. PEARS 7098 

or 3640 kHz transceiver facilities are also 

remotely linked as needed. In addition, the 

SARL's 40m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or 

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely patched to 

the 2m network in receive only mode or with 

full transceive capability for interactive events. 

Bulletin Roster 

5
th

 April Glen ZS2GV 

12
th

 April Basie ZR2BA 

19
th

 April Donovan ZS2DL 

26
th

 April Chris ZS2AAW 

03
rd

 May Beavan ZS2RL 

10
th

 May Clive ZS2RT 

17
th

 May Barry ZS2EZ 

The bulletin readers are always looking 
for something to announce. If you have 
something to contribute, please forward 
it to the next reader. 

 

CONGRATULATIONS 
BIRTHDAYS – April 

01 Rosalie van Loggerenberg ZR2RL, XYL 

of Donovan ZS2DL  

01 Joan Jackson, XYL of Barry ZS2H  

03 Theunis Potgieter ZS2EC  

04 Barbara Hickson, XYL of Bill ZS2BIL  

05 Willie Bosch ZU2W 

05 Re (Ray) Martin, XYL of Saney ZR1S  

05 Mike Jones ZS2MJ  

10 Neels Du Plessis ZS2ND 

11 Ruth Stasiak ZR2RS 

13 Graham Butcher ZS2GIB  

13 Lizette Oelofse, XYL Of Nico ZS4N  

18 Tony Marran ZR2AI 

16 Hans Rohwer ZR2AX 

20 Trevor Scarr ZS2AE  

22 Marge van Loggerenberg, XYL of Jim 

ZS2LR  

22 Allan Bowles ZS2BO  

24 Deidre Allen XYL of Tony ZR2TX 

28 Chris Scarr ZS2AAW  

30 Louis Jordaan ZS2LG 

BIRTHDAYS – May 
01 Marge Weller ZS2OB 

04 Heather Hoole, XYL of James ZS2ABM 

07 Rouhe Danielson, XYL of Henry ZS2HD 

12 Chris Du Plessis ZS2BST 

14 Rory Norton ZS2BL 

ANNIVERSARIES - April 
04 Vanessa and Glen Cummings ZS2GV  

06 Kathy and Wolfgang Gerstle ZS2WG  

08 Colette ZR2CR and Mitch ZS2DK Rundle 

09 Charmaine and Otto van Rooyen ZS2Q 

17 Lisa and Grant Currin ZR2GEC   

22 ‘Billie’ and Trevor Lloyd ZR2MCL  

ANNIVERSARIES - May 
02 Shirley and Gus Winter ZS2MC  

12 Susan and Neels Du Plessis ZS2ND 

 

 

If your birthday or 

anniversary details are 

omitted or incorrect, 

please notify Clive 

ZS2RT (or any 

committee member) 

and he will update our 

records. 

  



 

Your So
Committee 
Chairman & Elmer Donovan van Logge

Vice Chair, Repeaters 

& Technical 

Chris Scarr ZS2AAW

Secretary & Rallies 

Admin 

Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 

Social & Technical 

Support 

Glen Cummings ZS2

Marketing & PR Basie DuPlessis ZR2

Catering at meetings Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 

Youth Development & 

Mountain Club Liaison 

Eric Hosten ZS2ECH

Website, Awards & 

Guest Speakers 

Barry Murrell ZS2EZ

Co-opted sub-committees 
RAE Classes Admin Donovan ZS2DL 

Class A (ZR) Training Paul Galpin ZS2PG 

Class B (ZU) Training Donovan ZS2DL 

Assessors Rory Norton ZS2BL,

Contests Barry ZS2EZ, Al ZS2

QSX Editor Ashley ZS2AG 

QSX Mailing Mitch ZS2DK 

 

PEARS' VHF/UH
Local Repeaters: 

Town VHF 

145.050/650 

Town 

431.050/

These repeaters form a se

Cape Linked System Repeaters: 

Lady's Slipper 

145.100/700 

Graham

145.15

Colesberg 

431.075/438.675 

Kareed

145.72

These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre 

Packet network: 

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node 

Lady’s Slipper 

10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 

144.625 1200bd 

438.275 1200bd (FWD) 

434.875 9600bd 

434.800 1200bd APRS 

Cape Linked System 

ZS0NT

Lady’s S

On all node fr

ZS0KDJ A

Mount

434.800 

Beacons: 

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) horizont

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) horizonta

 

Banking details (for subs & donations): N

(main branch). Please use call signs as a re

 

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co
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ociety’s Committee 

erenberg ZS2DL 082-8524885  zs2dl hamradio

W 041-3681344 zs2aaw pears.h

L 041-3688810 bgwilt iburst.co

041-3673203 zs2rt pears.ham

2GV 082-4112743 zs2gv pears.ham

2BA  zr2ba pears.ham

041-5812580 hodges absama

H 041-3681505 zs2ech pears.ha

Z 041-5813561 zs2ez zs2ez.co.

0828524885 zs2dl hamradio

041-3721779 galpinp absama

0828524885 zs2dl hamradio

, Chris Scarr ZS2AAW, Donovan ZS2DL, Bill ZS2ABZ 

U, Mike ZS2FM 

082-3726696 Fax 0865416386 

083-7153375  

HF, Packet & Other Serv

 UHF 

/438.650 

Uitenhage 

145.075/675 

T

14

eparate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch ar

mstown 

0/750 

Cradock 

145.050/650 

N

438.7

douw 

5/125 

Plett 

145.775/175 14

 repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, S

WCRWG systems 

P BBS 

Slipper 

requencies 

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node 

Grahamstown 

144.675 1200bd 

438.275 1200bd (FWD) 

434.875 9600bd 

ZS

144

APRS Digi 

t Road 

1200bd 

ZS0KDB APRS Digi 

Longmore 

434.800 1200bd 

WMR

144

tally polarised 25W ERP 144.415 (inactive) 

ally polarised 25W ERP 50.005 (inactive) 

EDBANK SAVINGS ACCOUNT No. 221 252 7594

eference. 

o.za for further details and network diagrams.

o.co.za 

ham-radio-op.net 

o.za 

m-radio-op.net 

m-radio-op.net 

m-radio-op.net 

ail.co.za 

am-radio-op.net 

za 

o.co.za 

ail.co.za 

o.co.za 

vices 

Tygerhoek 

45.000/600 

rea 

Noupoort 

750 X 438.675 

Brenton 

45.675/075 

Southern Cape and 

0CDK-2 Digi 

Cradock 

4.675 1200bd 

ZS2ABZ-4 

918 WX Station 

4.625 1200bd 

4, Code 121217 

. 
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IF NOT DELIVERED 

RETURN TO 

 

Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio Society, 

PO Box 10402 

LINTON GRANGE 

6015 

 

AMATEUR RADIO is the hobby for RADIO EXPERIMENTERS 

and those who like to fiddle with ELECTRONICS, 

COMMUNICATIONS or COMPUTERS 


